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Newspaper Paywalls and Digital Subscriptions:
Research with 900 U.S. news consumers reveals
four key insights
The core asset of newspapers — quality
content — has remained a valuable
commodity in the digital age. Netflix
is worth $42 billion.i Apple has sold
more than 35 billion songs.ii Amazon is
estimated to sell hundreds of millions
of dollars worth of ebooks every year.iii
And yet, newspapers face an existential
business crisis. Not only does this
impact the viability of specific media
companies, but the demise of a robust
fourth estate powered by professional
journalists threatens the very tenets of
a healthy democracy.
Print advertising has seen drastic
drops in revenue — more than $28
billion in just seven years, according to
the Newspaper Association of America
(NAA).iv Meanwhile, online ad revenue
has made up just more than 10% of the
difference, growing to just more than
$3.5 billion in 2014.v
Based on ad revenue alone, online
readers have been much less valuable
to newspapers than print readers on
a per capita basis. To lessen the gap,
digital subscriptions were introduced
using paywalls to create a new source
of revenue for newspapers’ online
platforms. In 2013, more than 500
newspapers had a paywall in the
U.S. alone. vi
However, to date, paywalls have not
made up for the lower value online

readers represent to newspapers
either. According to Sandy MacLeod,
Vice President for Consumer Marketing
and Strategy, The Toronto Star, on the
Satisfying Audiences blog on INMA.org:
“The number of digital-only subscribers
generated by newspaper publishers in
North America is small. In most cases,
the volumes are 5% to 10% of their print
circulation and a fraction of 1% of their
total unique visitors. At the same time,
the price charged is usually 20% to 25%
of a traditional print subscription.” vii
Despite these challenges, according to
a recent three-month research project
from MECLABS Institute, there is
potential for a much larger opportunity
for digital subscription revenue.
Good News: Many U.S. consumers
are not totally opposed to digital
subscriptions
From November 24-30, 2015, MECLABS
fielded an online survey with a YouGov
panel of 900 U.S. news consumers*
aged 25 and older, with household
incomes of $40K and higher. Of those
surveyed, 59% are not at all likely to
consider paying a subscription fee to
access every article from a publication,
and 5% are very likely to do so, with the
remaining 36% of U.S. news consumers
falling somewhere in-between (see
Chart 1 on the next page).

* We defined news consumers as people who spent three or more hours in a typical week consuming news
in print or digitally.
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Chart 1. News consumers’ attitudes toward subscriptions

This should be a heartening discovery
for newspaper executives. While
conventional wisdom can sometimes
be that the vast majority of customers
would never even consider paying for
digital newspaper content, the fact that
41% of American news consumers aged
25 and older with incomes of $40K or
higher are not totally opposed to digital
newspaper subscriptions provides an
opening.
When there is an opening in consumer
opinion, marketing — essentially
developing and communicating an
effective value proposition — can
create opportunity. If newspapers can
do a better job selling the value of
their product, it could have a dramatic
impact on the newspaper business.
Price
experimentation
industry-leading metro

2

from
an
newspaper

(more on that in Key Insight #3)
suggests identifying the needs of
the right niche group and intensely
serving it can lead to success. “I would
argue it’s better to have a slightly
smaller collection of loyal, engaged
customers that pay a significant
amount to support your journalism
than trying to have slightly more that
pay virtually nothing to support your
journalism. I see a lot of publishers
making that mistake,” Peter Doucette,
Vice President of Consumer Sales and
Marketing, The Boston Globe, said.
Why Should — and Do —
Consumers Say “Yes” to Digital
Subscriptions?
To help you run your business
effectively, in this issue of the MECLABS
Executive Series, we will walk through
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four key insights from our research.
By acting on these insights, newspaper
executives can optimize targeting
those consumers who have some
degree of openness to the idea of
digital subscriptions and influence
their decision of becoming a paid
subscriber.

To do this, we will leverage consumer
survey data, along with interviews with
experts from the University of Florida,
The Boston Globe, The New York Times,
The Economist, Zuora, Quantum Media/
Columbia School of Journalism and
MECLABS Institute.

KEY INSIGHT #1: BECAUSE DIGITAL SUBSCRIPTIONS LACK A
PERCEIVED PRODUCT-LEVEL VALUE PROPOSITION, CONSUMERS
HAVE COMMODITIZED DIGITAL NEWS CONTENT

Chart 2. Consumer attitudes toward digital subscriptions
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Chart 3. Preference for one-time purchases versus subscriptions
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Figure 1. Example of paywall that does not
communicate product-level value proposition

Figure 2. Value Proposition Spectrum
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KEY INSIGHT #2: NEWS CONSUMERS HAVE BEEN CONDITIONED
TO EXPECT A SEAMLESS DIGITAL EXPERIENCE
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Chart 4. Consumers’ frustration with paywall usability and advertising

Chart 6. Time subscribers spend consuming news,
by medium

Chart 5. Current subscriber engagement rate
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KEY INSIGHT #3: EXCLUSIVE CONTENT IS THE PRIMARY
MOTIVATION FOR SUBSCRIBERS

* Logistic regression analysis predicting the behavior of being a subscriber or nonsubscriber to a news source
from age, gender, family income, education, importance of news topics, importance of criteria for choosing
a news source and personality traits. For a more detailed description please see the Methodology section.
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Chart 7. Content topic preference

>
Chart 8. Factors predicting news consumer’s likelihood to be a subscriber. The y-axis depicts log-odds of
being a subscriber; the bubble size represents odds ratios for each of the predictor factors.
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KEY INSIGHT #4: CUSTOMERS ARE WAITING FOR YOU TO ASK
THEM TO ENGAGE

Figure 3. The Boston Globe meter counter 10 test
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Methodology
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From November 24-30, 2015, MECLABS fielded an online survey to a YouGov panel of 900 U.S. consumers
aged 25 and older, with household income $40K and higher, who spend three or more hours in a typical
week consuming news in print or digitally.
To add qualitative perspectives to quantitative survey data, we interviewed industry and academic experts
in the field: Peter Doucette, Vice President of Consumer Sales and Marketing, The Boston Globe; Charles
Duhigg, Senior Editor, The New York Times; Michael Brunt, Chief Marketing Officer and Managing Director
or Circulation, The Economist; Randy Bennett, Executive Director for External Relations, University of Florida
College of Journalism and Communications; Ava Seave, Principal, Quantum Media, and Assistant Adjunct
Professor, Columbia Journalism School; Craig Barberich, Global Head of Media Solutions, Zuora; and Flint
McGlaughlin, Managing Director, MECLABS Institute.

Subscribers versus nonsubscribers
We asked consumers “How many subscriptions to a print newspaper or digital news source do you have?
This does not include paying for magazines, television or radio channels.” Out of the 900 news consumers,
46% had at least one subscription to a print or digital news source, while 54% were not paying for a news
provider subscription.

Predictive modeling
To understand the relative impact of factors that influence the likelihood that a news consumer will become
a subscriber, we conducted a logistic regression analysis predicting the behavior of being a subscriber or
nonsubscriber to a news source from age, gender, family income, education, importance of news topics,
importance of criteria for choosing a news source and personality traits (Table 1).

Table 1
Logistic Regression Analysis Predicting Being a Subscriber from Age, Gender, Education, Income, Personality,
Importance of Criteria for Choosing a News Source and Importance of News Topics

Age (Birth year)
Gender

B

Exp (B)

-0.04**

0.96

-0.16

0.86

Education
Education (1) No HS

-0.95

0.39

Education (2) High school graduate

-0.59*

0.55

Education (3) Some college

-0.64*

0.53

Education (4) 2-year

-0.55

0.58

Education (5) 4-year

-0.57*

0.56

Family income (1) $40,000 - $49,999

1.00

2.72

Family income (2) $50,000 - $59,999

1.08

2.93

Family income (3) $60,000 - $69,999

1.37

3.92

Family income (4) $70,000 - $79,999

1.01

2.73

Family income (5) $80,000 - $99,999

0.85

2.33

Family income (6) $100,000 - $119,999

1.32

3.73

Family income (7) $120,000 - $149,999

1.07

2.93

Family income (8) $150,000 - $199,999

0.95

2.59

Family income

18
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B

Exp (B)

Family income (9) $200,000 - $249,999

0.23

1.25

Family income (10) $250,000 - $349,999

0.97

2.64

Personality
Openness

-0.02

0.98

Conscientiousness

-0.14*

0.87

Extraversion

0.05

1.05

Agreeableness

0.02

1.02

Neuroticism

-0.01

0.99

Importance of criteria for choosing a news source
Gives me news that’s entertaining

0.00

1.00

Gives me the news I need for work

0.05

1.05

Has content I can’t get anywhere else

0.06

1.06

Gives me a deep analysis of the news

0.12

1.13

Covers a wide variety of news

-0.04

0.96

Known for being a credible news source

-0.16

0.85

Aligns with my political point-of-view

-0.15*

0.86

Good look and layout

0.12

1.12

Provides a unique perspective

-0.12

0.89

Gives me what I need to know quickly and succinctly

0.06

1.06

Gives me an opinion on the news

0.08

1.09

Has journalist(s) I admire

0.08

1.08

A source I can count on to investigate wrongdoing

0.00

1.00

International news

-0.08

0.92

National news

0.15

1.16

Local news

0.23**

1.26

Health

-0.08

0.92

Politics/Government

-0.11

0.89

Crosswords/Games

0.19**

1.21

Business/Finance

0.11

1.11

Editorials/Opinions

0.20**

1.22

Technology

-0.11

0.89

Entertainment

-0.04

0.96

The Arts/Culture

0.24**

1.27

Science

0.00

1.00

Sports

0.06

1.06

77.06

2.91733E+33

Importance of news topics

Constant
Nagelkerke R2

0.27

−2*Log likelihood

1022.75

Chi-square

201.518

Note. N = 900. The last category in categorical variables is taken as a reference.
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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Results reveal the following drivers of being a subscriber to a news source, either in print or digitally:
• Age: Younger news consumers are less likely to be subscribers. With each year the age decreases,
all other predicting factors kept constant, the likelihood to be a subscriber decreases 0.96 times
(decreases by [0.96 ex] 4%)
• News consumers for whom local news is an essential news topic are more likely to be subscribers.
With each one degree increase in importance of local news, all other predicting factors kept constant,
the likelihood to be a subscriber increases 1.26 times (increases by [1.26 ex] 23%)
• News consumers for whom crosswords/games is an essential news topic are more likely to be
subscribers. With each one degree increase in importance of crosswords/games, all other predicting
factors kept constant, the likelihood to be a subscriber increases 1.21 times (increases by [1.21 ex]
20%)
• News consumers for whom editorials/opinions are essential are more likely to be subscribers. With
each one degree increase in importance of editorials/opinions, all other predicting factors kept
constant, the likelihood to be a subscriber increases 1.22 times (increases by [1.22 ex] 20%)
• News consumers for whom the arts/culture is an essential news topic are more likely to be subscribers.
With each one degree increase in importance of arts/culture, all other predicting factors kept constant,
the likelihood to be a subscriber increases 1.27 times (increases by [1.27 ex] 24%)
• News consumers for whom alignment with their political point-of-view is an important criterion when
choosing a news source are less likely to be subscribers. With each one degree increase in importance
of alignment with political point-of-view, all other predicting factors kept constant, the likelihood to be
a subscriber decreases 0.86 times (decreases by [0.86 ex] 15%)
• Consumer personality*: More conscientious news consumers are less likely to be subscribers.
With each one degree increase in Conscientiousness, all other predicting factors kept constant, the
likelihood of being a subscriber decreases 0.87 times (decreases by [0.87 ex] 14%)
• Although several subgroups of educational attainment were less likely to be subscribers compared to
people with post-graduate education, in total education did not have a significant effect

* We assessed consumer Big Five personality traits with Rammstedt & John’s (2007) 10-item measure. The
Big Five personality traits are Openness to experience, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness,
and Neuroticism. Conscientiousness is a tendency to be organized and dependable, show self-discipline,
act dutifully, aim for achievement, and prefer planned rather than spontaneous behavior. People high on
Conscientiousness can be perceived as stubborn and obsessive. People low on Conscientiousness are flexible
and spontaneous, but can be perceived as sloppy and unreliable.
Rammstedt, B., & John, O. P. (2007). Measuring personality in one minute or less: A 10-item short version
of the Big Five Inventory in English and German. Journal of Research in Personality, 41(1), 203–212.
http://doi.org/10.1016/j.jrp.2006.02.001.
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Additional Resources and Research
MECLABS Institute is the world’s largest research institute dedicated to
discovering how people make choices. MECLABS Research Analysts and Data
Scientists study select industries and sectors to develop discoveries and provide
specific, custom research for senior leaders seeking insight grounded in rigorous
science.

Research and Data
1,000+ brand-side marketer case studies and 3,500+ creative samples, compiled
every quarter in the MECLABS Research Digest. Download the latest complimentary
copy at meclabs.com/digest

Education
Hands-on training sessions providing practical and proven solutions
derived directly from 20 years of testing experience and partnered marketing
research with the largest companies in the world. Learn more at meclabs.com/
education

Consulting
Your company can engage in a custom, research-driven consulting partnership
with MECLABS analysts based on a rigorous methodology developed across:
•
•
•
•
•

20,000+ sales path experiments
2,200 brand-side case studies
1 billion+ emails
5 million+ phone calls
10 patented heuristics

Learn more about our custom research program at meclabs.com/partnerships.
As an institution, we will go beyond solving
your problem. We help empower teams
to solve problems on their own. We will
teach you our repeatable methodologies
while our teams work together and, in
so doing, work with your organization to
increase its capacity and drive significant,
sustainable results.
MECLABS.com
Research@MECLABS.com

